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Cost-effective
timber

application
WaxedWood has been developed to upgrade the 

appearance and lifespan of timber products. It offers 
high quality preserved timber with a build-in water repellence. 

Only timber from sustainable managed forests is chosen for 
WaxedWood. The technology has been used since 1995 with 
proven results of reduced swelling and cracking. WaxedWood 
offers timber with a lively appearance, long service life and a 
range of applications. 
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From tree
to facade

WAX ADDITIVE
Under high pressure the timber is treated against 
wood decay with a preservative. At the same time a 
wax additive is impregnated providing extra protecti-
on against moisture and reducing the on-going main-
tenance requirements. WaxedWood has a long service 
life and a high class appearance. 

WAXEDWOOD GOLD
WaxedWood Gold is cladding material with the beneficial 
characteristics of WaxedWood combined with a natural brown 
color. After treatment WaxedWood Gold immediately has the 
exclusive brown color similar to expensive (hard)wood species.

MAINTENANCE FREE LIVELY CLADDING
WaxedWood can now be applied as a cladding material, 
with a service life of minimum 15 years without the need 
for maintenance. The natural color transformation of the 
timber makes the façade look alive. 

SUSTAINABLE FORESTS
The timber for WaxedWood is sourced from responsi-
ble managed forests with a PEFC-, or FSC® certificate. 
WaxedWood is made from spruce, pine, Siberian larch 
and western red cedar. 

Circulair
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WaxedWood
Siberian
larch
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Color transformation

Pale green
Lively

Rich brown 
LIVELY CLADDING 
The WaxedWood treatment with the timber species Siberian 
Larch results in a beautiful color transformation due to we-
ather influences and UV-radiation. The timber starts with a 
natural pale green color and shifts to a warm rich brown color. 
Next to this, WaxedWood Siberian larch has a natural color 
variation for each plank. The appearance is therefore unique 
for each project. Eventually it will gradually weather to a grey 
color with a very distinctive look.
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FROM COATING TO WEATHERED
Sunlight and rain will 
gradually degrade the 
coating and turn the 
timber grey.

Translucent grey coating

Color of the timber before and after color shift

Color transition of
WaxedWood Equal Weathering

Color transition of WaxedWood

WaxedWood
Equal 
Weathering

INSTANT WEATHERED APPEARANCE 
The WaxedWood Equal Weathering treatment immediately 
imitates the natural appearance of weathered timber. In time the 
translucent grey coating will degrade, and the timber will be ex-
posed. Simultaneously the exposed timber will weather naturally 
due to UV in sunlight. This transition results in an evenly weathe-
red appearance of the timber at all time after one treatment with 
the coating. Architects have more design freedom since color 
differences at for example overhangs do not show.  

Instant

Transition
Design freedom

Weathered
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equal weatheringWaxedWood
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Natural color

Water repellant
Preserved

Exclusive

EXCLUSIVE BROWN COLOR 
WaxedWood Gold is cladding material with the beneficial charac-
teristics of WaxedWood combined with a natural brown color. 
WaxedWoodGold is made from a high quality range of pine, Si-
berian larch and western red cedar. After treatment WaxedWood 
Gold immediately has the exclusive brown color similar to ex-
pensive (hard)wood species. This offers opportunities where this 
brown color is desirable, but no coating is preferred. 
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WaxedWood
Color

COLORFUL TIMBER 
WaxedWood Color offers a wide range of natural colors and 
possibility of all RAL-colors. The coating system fixes exceptio-
nally well with the timber since no moulds grow on it. This also 
prevents the coating from peeling off. The end-result of the color 
depends on timber species, color of the surface where the coa-
ting is applied and the structure of the timber.  

PLANED OR FACE BAND SAWN 
WaxedWood is available with a face band sawn or a planed surfa-
ce. Face band sawn timber has a more natural appearance due to 
the rough surface. It increases the adhesion of the coating to the 
wood and thus decreases the need for maintenance. 

Strong adhesion

No moulds
Extra durable

Range of colors

Each plank has one face 
band sawn surface

The saw runs in between 
the two planks

Two planed planks

Production process face band sawing

Structure without coating

face band sawnplaned

face band sawnplaned

Structure with coating
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WaxedWood
Vintage

Grains and patterns

Multiple colors
Weathered look

Coating
WHY VINTAGE? 
For a rustic appearance WaxedWood Vintage is an option. A specialized 
coating system results in an exclusive vintage look in authentic colors. 
The wood grains and patterns are highly visible which makes it look as 
if the timber has been there for years. 

Structure Vintage coatingStructure Color grey
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See our other brochures for more information about our unique cladding products!

WaxedWood is one of the three premium 
cladding products of Foreco


